
PARENTS

Parents main responsibility has failed.


To know what love is and transmute the negative energy inherit from their ancestors.


The more this is passed on, the greater the pain and effort in transforming and ultimately 
transmuting everything it will be for the next generation.


What is swept under the rug will come out.


What you did not take responsibility for and convert into something true you children will 
be impressed with subconsciously and from a not yet developed cognition will interpret 

this as something wrong with them instead.


And they are faced with the choice of following their intuition and voice of the heart in 
trying to make a change. Or pass it on to their children and the next generation.


But..


I like to try and see the positive in everything.


I might be pissed off at times and want to rip peoples head off but, that is only an 
expression of frustration. I would never do that. I think..


Well! I really want to!


But what that really is! Is a way to express the wish for them to get out of their heads and 
into their hearts! But they need their minds to do so. We all do.


We have to focus on the greater good and not our own personal ridicule.

Shame and guilt. Fear.


So back to the positive aspect of all this.


The greater the effort demanded from the current generation failed by the previous ones,

The greater the impact and clarity which will truly make a change!


So please take part of all this.


I have given it my best.


I have given it my all.


I have given my life for it.




FACT:


There are parents willing to sit in a sofa on a TV show talking about the loss of their child 
that committed suicide at a young age, all in perspective and from the role of them being 

the victim.


All from the irresponsibility of not connecting to spirit and speaking the truth.


All from maintaining lies and controlling everything in order to never get publicly 
humiliated over being a human being with flaws and an imperfect history.


God forbid that comes out!


Let’s let our 10 year old daughter or son take their own life instead.


Maybe it happens and you will get your TV show appearance getting acknowledged as a 
victim. Or maybe it takes 40 years of addiction and abuse.


We are all responsible for our own lives when we become adults.


But you know what.


MAYBE IT WOULD BE GREAT IF YOU COULD BE THAT FIRST!?


Adult = RESPONSIBLE


For what?


Energy, thoughts & emotions. Manifested reality.


Leading with example.


Not telling your kids who they are based on your lack of humility. 

The most humble act in the entire human experience.


The single most beneficial.


The one most loving and constructive!


The one that is 95% over 5%.


Is to have a relationship and give yourself to God.

The Universe.


